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• Renewable energy – in all cases some form of solar 

power that has been processed by various 

components of the Earth System – represents an 

alternative to the “ancient” sunlight locked up in fossil 

fuels.  

• The oceans, an important component of the Earth 

System, are finally being tapped for their renewable 

potential. 

• Like the atmosphere’s winds, the oceans’ large-scale 

current systems offer significant potential for electrical 

power generation. This was recognized decades ago, 

and the idea is now being implemented at COET. 
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• Wind engineers use the formula P AT  v3  to 

estimate power output for a given size of turbine. 

Because water is ~850 times more dense than air, a 

given turbine size will, in principle, produce the same 

power in a 5 kt current as it would in tropical-storm 

force winds. 

 

• Globally, every ocean has current systems with 

speeds approaching levels that make energy 

production possible. Tidal flows are also strong 

candidates in many locations. 

 

• South Florida has one of the best currents, close to 

the coast and near a major electrical load center. 



The Florida Current is the reach of the 

Gulf Stream system along the SE US 

coast, including the flow through the 

Florida Straits (between SE Florida and 

the Bahamas). It transports some 30∙ 

106 m3 s-1 of tropical seawater 

northward. 

 

The core of the current lies at and just 

below the surface, flowing at peak 

speeds around 2 m s-1, about 20-40 km 

off the coast of Florida. This averaged 

cross-section smooths the actual 

synoptic picture significantly. 

NOAA graphics 

Resource: http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/index.php 

http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/index.php


COET is not going into the electric power business. 

Instead, we’re creating a National Open-ocean 

Energy Laboratory: 

 

Phase 1:  Ocean Observing & Monitoring Systems 

Phase 2:  Ocean Current Experimental Prototypes 

 

These lead to industrial prototype testing. 

 

Beyond 2012 

Cold sea-water based air-conditioning 

Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion 

 



• Bottom- & ship-mounted ocean current 

profiler systems (ADCPs), with acoustic 

modems 

• 2 surface current radar stations (CODAR) 

Ocean Observing & Monitoring Systems 



Ocean Current Experimental Prototypes 

•  Demonstrate feasibility of extracting ocean current energy 

•  Investigate technology gaps and hurdles 

•  Study environmental and ecological interactions  

•  Develop a platform to support ocean energy technology development 



• Ocean thermal energy has the greatest potential for 

Florida and the world – but it’s hard. 

• Large coastal population densities make Florida ideal for 

cold-water-based A/C technologies. 
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Temperature Cross-Section Between Ft. Lauderdale and the Bahamas 

 



Power to the grid provides a focus for early-stage work at 

 COET and is appropriate for our S. Florida 

 location.  

But other locations may have other priorities: 

•  Portable power via, say, H2 production 

•  Desalination for potable water 

 

In addition, various R&D areas are germane to COET: 

•  Materials (strength & corrosion protection, in particular); 

•  Biofouling prevention/control; 

•  Energy transmission & grid integration; 

•  System health monitoring/prognostics & control; 

•  Economics & policy issues; 

•  Data management, analysis, and visualization; and 

•  Environmental impacts (the ocean and its life) 



• Wake effects (alteration of currents and waves); 

• Alteration of bottom substrates, sediment 
     transport and deposition; 

• Alteration of benthic habitats; 

• Noise; 

• Electromagnetic fields; 

• Chemical toxicity; 

• Strikes and entanglement; 

• Inadvertent FADs issues; 

• Interference with animal 
   movements and migrations; 

• User conflicts (shipping; fisheries). 
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